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Installation Instructions
Most 1” and 3/4” curb stops and curb boxes
When installing most curb stops, simply place The Vadle™ on a properly
prepared sub base under the curb stop.
If the anti-twist ring fits over the key of the curb stop, then push the ring
into The Vadle™ until it locks into place with the 3/4” Mueller Mark II Oriseal.
Make sure the tab on the side of the key is on the side of the centering ring
with the cut-out in it and press down until the ring is resting on the curb stop.
The ring will lock onto the curb stop.
Next, place the curb box over The Vadle.™
Finally, back fill on all sides in equal lifts.
Some curb stops have a cone shape design, place the larger end of the valve
body in the larger side of The Vadle.™
All Curb Boxes with Vadle Placed Upside Down
When installing a 1” Ford Inverted Key or a 1” McDonald Inverted Plug curb
stop, simply turn The Vadle™ upside down and push into the ground securely
under the curb stop.
Then set the valve on The Vadle™ and put the curb box over the valve.
These two curb stops fit securely in the curb box. The Vadle™ serves as a stable
base and foundation in this application.
Soft or Unstable Ground
When installing in conditions with soft or unstable ground, The Vadle™ can be
secured to a larger base as a brick or a stepping stone.
Simply screw The Vadle™ down onto a larger base with any form of anchoring
screws to create a solid secure foundation.
For an MSDS sheet please visit www.curbboxlock.com.
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